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1 INTRODUCTION

Public international lawyers struggle with the concept of an ´international legal order´ since more than two hundred years. If we speak of a body of law called ´public international law´, we assume that a kind of legal order exists that organizes the international community. But how does this legal order look like – and how can we conceptualize the underlying international community and the legal order organizing it? These questions always had to remain open to a large degree. Conceptualizing the international legal order in purely normativist terms proved to be a problematic enterprise. The idea of a ´global legal order´ depends on a number of assumptions on how the international community functions and how the legal order underpinning it is organized – assumptions that are not strictly of legal character. „Theorising the Global Legal Order“ thus is an ambitious enterprise going beyond the limits of traditional normativist attempts at constructing legal rules and institutions.

The best a lawyer could do in the traditional continental European tradition of ´legal positivism´ would be trying to develop a ´holistic´ model of a ´global legal order´ from an internal, normativist perspective. The ´neo-Kantian´ model of the leading German school, starting from an assumption of a universal ´international community´ - with international law as the legal order of such community – could offer a suitable theoretical tool for such an enterprise. Even when having strong sympathies for such a theoretical model, however, sympathies nourished by academic descendancy and biography, one should abstain from going that path. A good reason for that abstention should be the intuition that some essential issues would remain out of sight when taking a purely normativist perspective. Seriously theorising the ´global legal order´ is not possible without reflecting on the place of law in the global order, in the ´community´ of states. Reflecting on the place (and role) of law in the global order, however, requires some model of how the ´global order´ looks like and what role international law might play in such order.

The following reflections attempt to go along this way - they try to analyze the ´global legal order´ from a perspective inspired by social science theory, theoretical bits and pieces mainly borrowed from institutionalism and social constructivism. These reflections cannot give a broad and comprehensive overview of all strands of the theoretical debate on ´global order´ and how to theorize such global order. The perspective of the essay is in essence a legal one – the reflections try to model the ´legal order´ of the

---


global community, but they try do do that under taking recourse to social science theo-
ries. Inevitably, such a piece of work transgressing the boundaries of academic discip-
lines will bear to a certain degree the traits of ecclecticism. It will single out the parts
and parcels of social science theory that seem to fit to legal conceptualizations of the
´global legal order´. The paper will thus have an inbuilt bias towards liberal and con-
structivist theories of global order – simply because such theories fit better to legal con-
cepts of an international legal community than neo-realist or Marxist theories that deny
the self-rationality of legal discourse. The paper will try to demonstrate that lawyers can
learn a lot by taking recourse to cerain types of social science models of ´global order´.
As stressed above, however, the analytical perspective is not a social science perspec-
tive in itself, but a legal perspective trying to enlighten the theoretical approaches of
international legal doctrine.

2 MODELS OF GLOBAL LEGAL ORDER: METHODOLOGICAL
REFLECTIONS

When looking around where a suitable model of global order informing lawyers on how
to conceptualize the ´global legal order´ might come from, unavoidably one ends up
with international relations theory. However, there is not one IR theory, but a whole
range of such theories. Where should we look for help? The choice, I think, is not that
difficult for an international lawyer, in particular for one with a neo-Kantian back-
ground. Old-fashioned ´neo-realism´ has not much to offer for him, since international
law has not a real place in ´neo-realist´ models of global order, in their perspective is
not more than a rhetorical device in masquerading the results of power politics. Other
approaches attract more attention. As a liberal universalist, one is immediately driven to
´institutionalism´. Scholarship in public international law – thus ist he argument of the
paper - could profit a lot from linking up systematically with institutionalist strands of

---

3 See only Beate Jahn (ed.), Classical Theory in International Relations (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press,
2005); Volker Rittberger (ed.), Regime Theory and International Relations (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2002); Ian
Clark, Globalization and International Relations Theory (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1999); Michael W.
Doyle/G. John Ikenberry (eds.), New Thinking in International Relations Theory (Boulder, Col.: Westview Press,
1997); Andrew P. Dunne, International Theory: To the Brink and Beyond (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press,
1996); Ken Booth (ed.), International Relations Theory Today (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1995); James Der

international relations theory. Legal scholarship must necessarily rely on theoretical assumptions (and empirical knowledge) that legal work alone cannot provide. But how can it be avoided that lawyers intuitively rely on their own ‘social constructions of reality’, their own everyday knowledge of the workings of the international system, thus becoming victims of the epistemic trap of unreflected prejudices? Institutionalist models of international relations may deliver a suitable framework for critically reconstructing the underlying theoretical models and assumptions of the international order, for analyzing the workings of the international legal system that interests most lawyers. This is not a new insight. Most international lawyers will share the assessment that integrating international relations (IR) and international law (IL) “can make” – to cite a famous formula of Anne-Marie Slaughter – „international lawyers better lawyers“. The diverse theoretical perspectives of IR help lawyers to recognize the (often unspoken) assumptions that underlie their own and others’ legal arguments, readings of texts and doctrines.

2.1 Rational Choice Based Paradigms

Liberal institutionalism is based on rational choice paradigms, while recognizing that states (and national interest) are legal fictions that must be set into context by incorporating international institutions and non-state actors into the framework of analysis.
The relevance of the state as central actor becomes relativized, with individuals, business firms, NGOs and other non-state actors entering the scene as more or less equally important actors. Collective preferences (the traditional ‘national interest’) are modelled here as depending not primarily on objective conditions but on demands of private actors on the national plane. States in this perspective tend to become collective agents that further the aggregate interests of their members.\(^{12}\) The ‘black box’ of the state is opened in these analytical models, which enables scholars to focus on the relevance of internal governance structures for international relations, on the input factors influencing the actions of government officials and agencies and on the importance of agency-driven cooperation below the level of formal diplomacy, and (in general) on the interaction between domestic and international politics.\(^{13}\) Informal cooperation structures beyond traditional forms of diplomacy and activities of non-state actors across states and in international fora\(^{14}\) are discovered in liberal institutionalism as important forces shaping as much the workings of international politics as traditional inter-state relations and power struggles determined by ‘objective’ state-interests that tended to dominate classical ‘realist’ models of international relations.\(^{15}\)

The state thus tends to lose his central role in the analysis of the global order, although it is beyond doubt that the state (respectively its various organs, agencies and all the actors dependent on it) continue to be a decisive category.\(^{16}\) The focus of analysis shifts, however, away from a fictitious collective actor called ‘the state’ towards decision-making at the level of individual actors. The analytical perspective thus shifts to a


level where it is near to the perspective of legal analysis - a kind of analysis focusing on the normative constraints of decision-making.

### 2.2 Constructivist Paradigms

The convergence towards the perspective of classical legal research is even stronger if one integrates elements of ‘social constructivism’ into the arsenal of analytical tools. The idea of legal constraints is easily reconcilable with a ‘constructivist’ analysis of ‘cognitive patterns’, of the factors determining the intellectual landscapes that shape decision-making. It is to be admitted, constructivist models do not that easily merge with rationalist schools of thought like institutionalism. Not that constructivism denies the importance of rational calculus. It simply works with the phenomenon that real life patterns of social behaviour are not clinically rational, but that the rationality of real life actors is to a large degree dominated by context specific ‘social constructions of reality’, by cognitive patterns that give the rationalities of different actors a very distinct shape. Such ideational structures of ‘meaning and social value’, which may find its expression in particular social constructs of a given ‘national interest’ or group interest, are identified as being prior to individual actors or ‘agents’ and the rational calculations that these employ in order to pursue certain objectives. The ‘anarchical society of states’ in this view is not an ‘objective’ phenomenon as such, but a meaning structure governing the relations of states that is intersubjectively construed and learned – and that could be modified by creating new understandings. To perceive state agents as rational actors pursuing a mere means-ends rationality seems – in the eyes of constructivist scholars – to be a self-delusion; actors, even when acting as agents of states, are driven primarily by their inclination to behave in conformity with the identities, values and norms to

---

17 This argument was made earlier (and more in detail) by me in Stefan Oeter, ‘Toward a Richer Institutionalism in International Law and Policy’ (2008) No.1 *Univ. of Illinois Law Rev. 61* at 64-68.


19 See only Alexander Wendt, *Social Theory of International Politics* (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1999), at 139-190.


which they have been socialized and which they have internalized.\textsuperscript{22} Primordial driving-force is less a rational calculus but the push to be consistent with one’s values and identities – values and identities that find its expression in legal and social norms and orders of preferences. Social and legal norms in such a perspective are much more important than ‘interests’\textsuperscript{23} - since ‘interests’ reflect mostly the values that underlie such norms. The dynamic interdependence of ‘interests’, values and preferences and legal and social norms have become an important focus of constructivist models, in the sense of a dynamic construction of identities and preferences the modes of which can be modified through social interaction.

2.3 Rational Choice and Constructivist Paradigms – Mutual Exclusivity or Division of Labor?

The theoretical focus of traditional institutionalist and of constructivist models thus is rather different. But is it impossible to combine rationalist models with constructivist theories? I think that both currents fit together much better than usually thought. It is true that one cannot simply merge both lines of thought in a hybrid theory. But I think that both models can coexist in a quite productive division of labour.\textsuperscript{24} Rationalist models usually work at a much higher level of abstraction than constructivist studies. ‘Realism’, classical institutionalism, finally all rational choice based theories construe patterns of social interactions in terms of typical model interactions. To a certain degree, these models are necessarily decoupled from specific context, because they are oriented towards constructing models of ‘decontextualized’ patterns of behaviour. They usually do not explain individual, context-specific behaviour, but typical patterns of such behaviour. They are helpful for social sciences as well as all forms of behaviour-oriented disciplines since they help to understand the general patterns of interest and the average behavioural routines, irrespective of any individual variation.\textsuperscript{25} As a lawyer, they help to understand why certain institutions of law are necessary in a given social set-up, which types of institutional arrangements (and legal rules) a rational actor will


(or should) prefer and which choice we have in designing social institutions, such as law. It would be completely misleading, however, if we would use such models as an analytical tool to explain specific individual action – they tell us more how law typically operates and why people usually obey to the law, without entering always in a calculus on probability and gravity of sanctions for the case that they would not obey. They abide to the law because the law is in the interest of society, and thus also in their personal interest as a member of society, in an ‘enlightened’, medium- or long-term perspective – and they often have internalized that kind of societal calculus and simply perceive a certain law as ‘necessary’ and thus binding.26

If we want to explain why specific actors (or specific groups of actors) act in a specific way, support specific legal rules (or try to evade them), make use of certain arrangements, and not of others, a constructivist model is much more helpful than an abstract ‘rational choice’ model.27 In particular compliance with international norms definitively involves both instrumental choice and social learning, and argues in favour of a synthetic approach to compliance that emphasizes ‘argumentative persuasion’, a process that involves actors and institutions but takes seriously the possibility of preference change through deliberation and social interaction.28 This means, if we want to come to a context-specific model explaining why a treaty was concluded in a very specific form and later implemented, or why actor X expresses one type of ‘opinio juris’ and follows one pattern of practice, while another actor Y adheres to another ‘opinio juris’ and prefers another ‘consuetudo’, we must look to constructivist models.29 ‘Rationality’ of individual actors is – as was already stressed – characterized by specific modes of ‘social construction of reality’, specific ‘cognitive patterns’, and cannot be analyzed without paying attention to these specific factors – factors which might be phrased also as expressions of ‘bounded rationality’ in the terminology of New Institutional Economics.30

27 See also Alexander Wendt, Social Theory of International Politics (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1999), at 113-138.
29 I have made a comparable argument form a perspective of systems theory already some years ago – see Stefan Oeter, ‘International Law and General Systems Theory’, (2001) 44 German Yearbook of International Law 72.
2.4 Law as a Discursive Process

Thus, I think, you need both strands of theory in order to analyze adequately complex institutional arrangements. It doesn’t even play such a role whether the interactions and institutional arrangements are open to an analysis at the level of individual actors. Prominent advocates of institutionalism claim that an „enriched institutionalism should remain fundamentally actor-centered and purposive in orientation.“ I do not see the necessity why the analytical tool should be limited so much in its reach. Taking into consideration the complexities of the process which finally leads to grand institutional arrangements, are we not more in a category of social evolution than of ‘actor-centered purposive interactions’? A good example for that observation is delivered by customary international law. The setting of a specific corner-stone, in the sense of a decision to opt for a specific expression of opinio juris, may be a purposive action. The discursive process, however, of which each individual expression of opinio juris is a part and parcel, cannot be modelled suitably in terms of an actor-centered, purposive creation. The resulting rules of customary law are the product of complex and protracted discursive processes, the result of which is difficult to foresee for each individual actor. It may be easy – at least in certain cases – to explain the behaviour of individual actors, its opting for specific forms of opinio juris, in terms of rational choice. Preferences for certain legal positions often will be closely interlinked with interests and incentive-structures, will reflect a utility calculus. Even this must not always be the case – not that rarely actors will simply opt for a specific opinio juris because they have internalized certain norms and values and simply think that practice must conform to these norms and values. But such actor-specific behaviour is suited, at least in principle, to rational choice-type explanations. The interaction between individual expressions of opinio juris and the discursive process that results from such interaction, however, belongs to a different category. As Kenneth Abbott formulated, „actors are motivated not only by self-


31 Abbott (footn. 24), at 28.
34 See Oeter (footn. 29), at 87-93.
interest, but also by values and principled beliefs. They pursue law through normative persuasion, rational argument and bargaining, depending on the audiences they address. They view law both as an instantiation of values and norms and as an instrumental tool.\textsuperscript{35} Such ambivalence is definitely visible with the customary law process, where normative beliefs still play an often stronger role than mere instrumental calculations. Framing positions in \textit{opinio juris} language forces actors to argue primarily in terms of normative beliefs and values, and not in terms of interests. Such ‘encoding’ may first serve as an instrumental tool, but it develops its own dynamic and shifts the entire discursive process.\textsuperscript{36} Interests are, in the course of this process, not only translated in terms of normative beliefs, but to a certain degree also transcended in norms and values.

Nevertheless, even such institutions might still be analyzed in rational choice terms, although the actor-specific interactions upon which they are based will need an analysis in constructivist terms, since normative beliefs and values tend to dominate the discursive process led in legal code. Actors largely lose control of the side-effects when expos- ing to such processes of ‘translation’ - with the ensuing results perceived as ‘unintended side-effects’. A comparable process of loss of discursive control may also happen with treaty regimes, because the complexity of modern treaty regimes makes it difficult, if not impossible, to foresee and control all the side-effects of certain institutional designs.\textsuperscript{37} In principle, however, treaty regimes will be perceived by the actors concerned much more as ‘purposive creations’ than customary regimes, even if such perception may constitute an illusion.

We also should devote increased attention to actor-centered processes of norm diffusion that unfold before norms have been fully internalized, with the ensuing phenomena of ‘strategic social construction’, where persuasion, socialization and internalization play at least as much a role as coercion in the form of shaming and political pressure.\textsuperscript{38} The crucial role of persuasion, socialization and internalization in the operation of the law is undeniable and appeals to the intuition of every lawyer – an intuition which is nourished by experience.\textsuperscript{39} Without these mechanisms, law simply could not operate –

\textsuperscript{35} Abbott (footn. 24), at 27.

\textsuperscript{36} Id., at 92.


\textsuperscript{39} See also the abounding literature on ‘epistemic communities’ - comp. e.g. Peter Haas (ed.), \textit{Knowledge, Power, and International Policy Coordination} (special issue) (1992) 46 Int’l. Org.
coercion is too cumbersome and costly to be applied in daily routine. Socialization and internalization stabilize an institutional arrangement that often will be favourable in macroeconomic terms, because it keeps functioning a certain cluster of interactions where transaction costs will be much lower when actors can rely on the expectation that future transactions will follow the same pattern as past ones. In terms of individual utility calculus, loyalty to normative beliefs, based on persuasion, socialization and internalization, might often seem to constitute an expression of ‘bounded rationality’ but perhaps such ‘bounded rationality’ preserves an institutionally optimal arrangement that puts individual members in a far better position than they would be in a society of radical benefit maximizers that always end up in opportunism eroding any legal arrangement.

Coupled to this there is a final point which deserves attention: the competition between short-term individual (and group) preferences and long-term collective interests. A kind of ‘naive’ realism that entrusts definition of collective interests of a nation unreservedly to a running administration risks sacrificing long-term interests to short-term interests of specific political elite groups. We know from Public Choice scholarship that politics at national as well as international level is caught in immense ‘Principal-Agent’ problems. Tying the hands of political elites in favor of certain long-term interests of societies, be it by constitutional arrangements or by international legal arrangements, makes a lot of sense under this perspective. The wish to be re-elected is a legitimate concern for a leadership in a democracy, and thus also the need to mobilize support, to serve crucial lobbies, to pursue certain ideological objectives. But the space given to these concerns must be limited. A pattern of abiding to the law because it is a law may be very efficient in economic terms, saves a lot of transaction costs – because it avoids the trap of opening up a sheer endless discourse of what are the ‘real’ interests of a nation, and not only the short-term preferences of a specific administration. In this sense, a crude form of traditional ‘realism’ may resemble in reality more a phenomenon of ‘bounded rationality’ than constitute an enlightened rational calculus. The intuition of most professionals of international law revolts against radical kinds of rationalist arguments in terms of a blunt ‘realism’ (like that of Goldstein and Posner) – and an in-

---

40 See supra footn. 30.


42 See only Dennis C. Mueller, Public Choice III (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2003), at 359-385.

depth analysis of the time aspects of rational choice, of the pay-offs of present non-compliance and future gains of compliance, might prove this intuition to be right. International law is to a large degree a mechanism to ensure consistent policies over time, despite all the volatilities of national politics and the constant shifts of short-term preferences.

The combination of an institutionalist model with a complementary 'constructivist' perspective on the dynamic interdependence of 'interests', values and preferences and legal and social norms, as a determinant of decisional behaviour at the level of specific actors, has certain parallels in other models. The most prominent model with resembling features is the model of 'actor-centered institutionalism' developed by Fritz Scharpf.44

3 WHY DO WE NEED INTERNATIONAL LAW?

What does all this meta-discourse on methodological approaches mean for the enterprise of 'theorising the global legal order'? This paper admittedly must give an answer to this question. But the question of underlying theoretical approaches is intimately linked with another basic question that has puzzled international relations specialists and international lawyers for decades: Why do we need a body of legal rules governing the relations of states, a body of rules we call international law? Traditional legal positivism cannot give us the answer to this problem, since it does not question the necessity and the binding force of such body of legal rules, but rests on the (seemingly iron) assumption that such rules are needed and that they exercise binding force.45 We must come back to institutionalism here. One of the major contributions of institutionalism to the discussions taken up here was to show how states could productively cooperate in the absence of a centralized law-maker or law enforcer.46 States, economies and societies are more and more interdependent, which means that there is an ever-growing demand of coordination and cooperation between states and societal actors in general. Without coordination and cooperation, most sectors of economic and societal activity could not function efficiently any more. Even national politics today needs the cooperation of other states in order to achieve the proclaimed objectives in most fields of political action.

Institutionalist writings on problems of 'collective action' can tell us a lot on the logic why states enter into international legal obligations and create complex international

45 See also Samantha Besson and John Tasioulas (eds.), Philosophy of International Law (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press 2008).
46 See Goldsmith/Posner (footn. 43), at 16.
‘regimes’. To summarize it very briefly at the outset: Collective interests, the need to secure the provision of collective goods and the broad range of various types of coordination problems force states compellingly to cooperate with one another. If states want to avoid jurisdictional and other conflicts that might cost at the end a lot of political energy (and transaction costs), not to speak of damages caused by fighting through inter-state conflicts, they must develop institutionalized mechanisms of coordination. As Posner and Goldstein summarize it: “In cases of coordination, states receive higher payoffs if they engage in identical or symmetrical actions than if they do not.”

Identical or symmetrical action does not come from alone, however, but needs specific arrangements coordinating collective action. Game theory shows us that such collective action, if not coordinated, might end up in dilemma type situations. In order to avoid such dilemma-type situations, institutionalized arrangements are often necessary, arrangements that tell the actors involved how to behave if the intended coordination shall be achieved. The major instrument of such institutionalization always has been international law, although there may be also more informal modes of institutionalizing certain coordination arrangements. The whole range of literature on transnational administrative networks gives proof to the fact that such informal modes of cooperation play an ever growing role in relations beyond frontiers.

Beyond mere coordination, joint and concerted action in pursuit of a common objective might be feasible. Such deepened cooperation might lead to considerable gains. But again stable modes of interaction are needed to enable efficient cooperation – modes of interaction that might need a strong degree of institutionalization in a legal regime. The intended common objectives might be objectives which are in the interest of two or three states, but might also be specific interests from which the whole community of states might profit. Climate policy is a good example of the last sort of collective interest – all states suffer, although to different degrees, if climate change goes on without any alteration. Framing climate change would be a collective interest of all states, a ‘common interest of mankind’. Such a ‘collective good’, however, is often difficult to achieve. Positive and negative externalities will create rather divergent incentives to cooperate for states as well as political and societal actors inside states. Some states might be tempted to profit from the costly endeavours of the others as a ‘free-rider’. Others will enter into cooperation arrangements but later might fall into opportunistic behaviour and desert from the required mode of interaction.

47 Goldsmith/Posner (footn. 43), at 12.
48 See Goldsmith/Posner (footn. 43), at 32-35.
49 On the concept of ‘community interests’ of the international community see Paulus (footn. 1), at 250 et seq.
It is evident that such complex cooperation games need institutionalized arrangements if cooperation shall really work. Customary law usually will not suffice here to secure the necessary degree of cooperation.\(^{50}\) Much more differentiated treaty regimes will be needed – treaty regimes which include mechanisms that ensure a certain transparency of how states behave under the agreed body of rules and mechanisms of compliance management creating specific incentives (positive or negative) to remain loyal to the undertakings entered into under the regime. There is an interesting body of literature linking international law with rational choice based institutionalist models, and with game theory in particular, that has tried to analyze these complex arrangements of compliance management characteristic for modern treaty regimes.\(^{51}\)

Another prominent line of research shows us that coordination must not necessarily happen in legal forms, but often takes place in informal networks.\(^{52}\) An interesting follow-up enterprise would be to model the underlying dilemma-type situations of ‘collective action’, in order to find out in which cases states take recourse to the forms and institutions of international law, create formal bodies of legal rules, so-called ‘treaty regimes’, and institutionalize existing or newly founded networks (or clusters of networks) in an international organization, and in which cases they stick to forms of informal coordination operating through networks that deliberately lack any legal institutionalization.

4 The Fragmented Nature of Global Legal Order

The overall legal order resulting from such a structure is a rather fragmented enterprise. The individual treaty regimes are not the result of a coordinated, planned effort, but are products of a very decentralized arrangement. The basic characteristic of the ‘global legal order’ formed out of such networks and regimes is its manifold and fragmented nature. Specialized networks and regimes organize specific bureaucratic and/or expert communities, link together actors from the public (i.e. state) side as well as actors from civil society and the business world. The networks formed between them, irrespectively whether they are networks of public agencies and bureaucracies or networks of business firms and civil society organisations, do not differ that much in substance. Bureaucratic networks depend on the personal and institutional influence of its members as much as societal networks. Transnational coordination does not necessarily involve the state –

\(^{50}\) See Goldsmith/Posner (footn. 43), at 37/38.

\(^{51}\) See in particular Abram Chayes and Antonia Handler Chayes, *The New Sovereignty. Compliance with International Regulatory Regimes* (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1995); see also Goldsmith/Posner (footn. 43), at 84-91.

\(^{52}\) See only Goldsmith/Posner (footn. 43), at 91 et seq.
just to the contrary, research on transnational norm-building networks has shown that private actors from business and the world of NGO’s can effectively coordinate patterns of interaction without any state involvement.53 Sometimes cooperation with public bodies and bureaucracies is needed, but often civil society can act on its own by constructing specific networks.

And even if public bodies are involved, it is usually not the state as such, understood in a traditional sense as a unitary collective actor, that is concluding and operating the hundreds of specific treaty regimes, but the specific bureaucracies and agencies that are entrusted with pursuing certain specialized policy objectives.

4.1 Phenomena of Fragmentation

Fundamental for understanding the fragmented nature of global legal order is a step which has been called the ‘piercing of the veil’ of unitary statehood. 54 The traditional way how international relations tried to understand the ‘global order’ - as product of a set of unitary actors, namely states - hinders an adequate conceptualization of the current global legal order. The state as a unitary collective actor is a fiction.55 States do not act with one voice in the international arena. Depending on the specific issue and the relevant forum, it is usually a small number of specialized organs and agencies that act vis-à-vis their foreign counterparts. With other words: Traditional ‘international’ relations through the classical diplomatic channels nowadays are only a small part and parcel of interactions between states and the governmental systems.56 The major part consists of so-called ‘transgovernmental’ activities, “sets of direct interactions among sub-units of different governments that are not controlled or closely guided by the policies of the cabinets or chief executives of these governments”.57 These ‘sectorial’ networks represent the plurality of legal subsystems, each of which is trying to stabilize a specific social system.58

---

54 See Anne-Marie Slaughter, A New World Order (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 2004), at 12 et seq.
55 See Slaughter (footn. 53), at 12.
56 See only Slaughter (footn. 53), at 10-11, 36-64.
The institutional arrangements entrusted with the task of creating some kind of consistent voice to the outside world are relatively weak and have proven to be not really capable to achieve the objective of preserving the ‘unity’ of the state as an outside actor. In institutional and procedural terms, it is mostly not the Foreign Office and the diplomatic apparatus that is sending out its emissaries in order to negotiate on a new regime, but this is usually done on the initiative and under the direction of the responsible sectorial ministry and/or agency that harbours the relevant expert know-how on the specific issue.\textsuperscript{59} If an environmental problem is to be solved, it is the Ministry of the Environment that is negotiating and concluding the agreement. If it is an issue of economic policy, it is the Ministry of the Economy, and accordingly it is in the other cases. Admittedly, the Foreign Ministries are still informed and participate in negotiations, but not as the leaders and with an exclusive role in outside relations, more with a coordinatory function.

Thus the responsibles in terms of international policies are the issue-specific expert communities. Most policy sectors and sub-sectors have its own expert communities forming a kind of separate ‘epistemic community’.\textsuperscript{60} The orientations, modes of professional socialization and ‘cognitive patterns’ of national bureaucrats and experts resemble each other very much in such ‘epistemic communities’ – much more than between ministries in the same governmental structure. In such ‘epistemic communities’, members find it much easier negotiating with their counterparts in other states than coordinating their policies internally with neighboring ministries. Such plurality of actors and sub-systems reflects in its modes of operation the need to respect the rationality of the social operations of different social systems – social systems the stability of which the various legal sub-systems have to guarantee.\textsuperscript{61}

4.2 ‘Disaggregating the State’ as an Analytical Requirement

It is accordingly necessary to engage in an effort of analytically “disaggregating the state”, as Anne-Marie Slaughter formulated it\textsuperscript{62}. This means in an analytical perspective dissecting the state into its parts and parcels, into the myriads of special bureaucracies,

\textsuperscript{59} See Slaughter (footn. 53), at 41-64.
\textsuperscript{60} As to the concept of ‘epistemic communities’ see only Peter Haas (ed.), \textit{Knowledge, Power, and International Policy Coordination} (special issue) (1992) 46 Int’l. Org..
\textsuperscript{62} See Slaughter (footn. 53), at 12 et seq.
agencies, regulators and individual actors forming the cluster of public authorities that we usually call the state. The traditional idea that all these actors operate in such coordination that we can deal with them as a kind of single, unified collective actor has proven to be mere fiction. The different bureaucracies and agencies represent different interests and are interwoven with different sectors of society.63 Their specific construction of the ‘common good’ usually incorporates sector-specific interests of their societal partner organizations and groups, represents sectorial interests of a client network. In interacting directly with their foreign counterparts in the governmental bureaucracies of other states, they form powerful networks that are able to pursue such specific interests also on an international level, in a transnational (or ‘transgovernmental’) mode of interaction. The resultant shift from government to governance marks “a significant erosion of the boundaries separating what lies inside a government and its administration and what lies outside them.”64 The consequence “is to advantage ´experts and enthusiasts´, the two groups outside government that have the greatest incentive and desire to participate in governance processes”.65 With that in-built bias in ‘transnational governance’, however, we will encounter a serious problem. As Anne-Marie Slaughter has put it: The various governmental actors “can and should interact with a wide range of non-governmental organizations (NGO’s), but their role in governance bears distinct and different responsibilities. They must represent all their different constituencies, at least in a democracy; corporate and civic actors may be driven by profits and passions, respectively. ´Governance´ must not become a cover for the blurring of these lines, even if it is both possible and necessary for these various actors to work together on common problems.”66

The cited passage from Anne-Marie Slaughter’s “New World Order” highlights several issues that are of utmost importance for the current global legal order and its further development.

- Firstly, the growing role of transnationally operating corporate and civil society actors, mostly in the form of transnational enterprises and international NGO’s.67 These
non-governmental actors operate on their own terms on a transnational plane and have begun already a long time ago to create their own body of rules and institutions. The networks created and operated by these societal actors have proven to be rather successful in a whole range of issues. Not only supply-chain networks and their normative complementary, the institutionalization of ‘corporate social responsibility’ via agreements inside such networks, have become a success story that influences the world as much as governmental action does. Also a variety of other networks and transnational rule-making operated by non-state actors has started to frame decisively our global order.

- Secondly, the blurring line between these actors and governmental actors deserves utmost attention. Specific bureaucracies and agencies are not only closely interwoven with these corporate and civic actors, strongly influenced by them in gathering information and also in constructing their specific perspective of the ‘common good’, but are also to a growing degree coalescing with these actors, closely coordinating activities up to advanced forms of cooperation in order to pursue common objectives.

Thus, specialized bureaucracies and agencies often form coalitions with corporate and civic actors from the same sector, as well as with its partner bureaucracies and agencies from other states, in order to overcome opposition from other government actors in their own governmental system. Transgovernmental networks, but also international regimes and international organizations resulting from such regimes, may serve as organizational tools in such campaigns and turf warfare against other sectors of government.

4.3 Consequences for Law-Making in the Global Legal Order

The repercussions on international law-making are manifold. But there is one primordial result: Institutional fragmentation mirrors in fragmentation of international law-making.

---


making – and a fragmented process of international law-making inevitably leads to a fragmented body of international legal rules.\textsuperscript{70} The ‘unity’ of international law as a legal order in itself is a mere fiction.\textsuperscript{71} Negotiated in specialized fora by specialized bureaucracies and agencies, international treaties form not a consistent body of rules, but a plethora of segmented legal regimes that are based on divergent assumptions and ‘cognitive patterns’, follow different objectives, use different tools and instruments and might end up in contradictory provisions.\textsuperscript{72} If concluded as formal international legal treaties with binding force for national legislators, such treaties still need the approval of national parliaments. But the procedures of parliamentary approval are not of such a nature that they could sort out inconsistencies and contradictions with treaty obligations from other sectors. Parliamentarians usually are too ignorant concerning problems of international legal order to solve in advance problems of coordination and to prevent inconsistencies. Problems of consistency usually come up only at a later stage, in the implementation phase, and then it is the task of the implementing agencies and of the relevant courts and tribunals to sort out the problems and to attempt to find a solution.

If such treaties are open to judicial dispute-settlement, it could be the task of international courts and tribunals to harmonize the inconsistent undertakings resulting from different sectorial treaties.\textsuperscript{73} But the world of international courts and tribunals again is a fragmented world.\textsuperscript{74} The International Court of Justice is far from having any kind of


monopoly over judicial dispute settlement in international law – just to the contrary, its ambit of jurisdiction is still relatively limited and insular, and with its current organization it would have difficulties of acting seriously as the major ‘judicial function’ in the global legal order. The traditional way out of this dilemma has been the creation of a series of new (regime-specific) specialized fora of judicial dispute settlement, specialized fora that can react much more flexibly to the specific requirements of dispute settlement in specific sectorial regimes. In such specialized mechanisms, speedy forms of procedure may be created (as in the WTO dispute settlement system), specific technical expertise may be taken on board, and the risks entered into by states by subjecting themselves to a gouvernement des juges may be limited due to the sectorial limitation of acceptance of judicial dispute settlement. Result of such ‘proliferation’ of judicial dispute-settlement bodies, however, is an obvious fragmentation of judicial dispute settlement – a fragmentation which constitutes the price to be paid for the growth of judicial dispute settlement as such. There are some mechanisms that help to avoid open conflict between various bodies of judicial dispute settlement. However, the basic results of such trends of fragmentation are obvious: ‘judicialization’ is uneven in scope and


intensity, and the perspectives and objectives of different dispute settlement bodies vary to a great degree.

5 TRANSNATIONAL NETWORKS AND COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT

The current global legal order accordingly is characterized by strong features of fragmentation, uneven growth and resulting asymmetries. As explained above, this is to a large degree result of the complex, organic network character of the global order. Networks organize the interactions between state actors and the corporate as well as civic actors working on a transnational plane. The hundreds, if not thousands of networks of transnational as well as transgovernmental character described above serve a whole range of functions in the global order.

Formal law-making at the international level, at least as far as the creation and modification of treaty regimes is concerned, usually is rather formalized, and is reserved to formal institutional fora like international organizations and inter-state conference structures. The results of the cumbersome procedures applied in these fora regularly need the approval of national parliaments, which makes such kind of formal law-making even more cumbersome. The informal networks and international regimes in which states organize the needed coordination and cooperation at agency-level, on the other hand, rarely serve the purpose of law-making in itself, at least as far as binding legal rules are concerned. This does not exclude altogether standard-setting in such networks – but such standard-setting will then lead to standards which in a legal perspective can be qualified only as ‘soft law’. Nevertheless, such informal standards may play an important role in enabling efficient coordination between state actors, in organizing cooperation, may sometimes even serve as an informal tool of harmonization of national regulatory standards, as the example of the Basel Committee and the Basel standards for banking regulation demonstrate. But delegated law-making or standard-setting entrusted to specialized networks still remains an exception. In some international organizations, usually of a very technical nature, formal law-making powers delegated to the organs of international organisation exist, although to a limited degree. In general,

---

79 See Slaughter (footn. 53), at 2 et seq.
81 As to the category of ‘soft law’ see Tomuschat (footn. 78), at 349 et seq.
82 See Slaughter (footn. 53), at 42-43, 210-220.
83 See again Tomuschat (footn. 78) at 341-344.
however, formal law-making still is a prerogative of classical diplomatic mechanisms involving foreign ministries and national parliaments.

The task of informal networks and formalized regimes usually is relatively limited. It consists of, firstly, the gathering and spreading of information, and secondly, monitoring the implementation of the legal rules agreed upon previously. In an institutionalist perspective it is the implementation function which is of particular interest – of particular interest because it sheds light also on the old question how international law works in practice, why states obey given rules. A complex set of mechanisms is used here. Starting point is an enlightened self-interest of states to achieve a certain coordination and cooperation, to solve problems of collective action, to provide collective goods. Peer-group pressure and formal mechanisms of monitoring are often the tools used in order to ensure that states follow such enlightened self-interest, even if tempted by political (short-term) gains that might be reached when defecting from legal standards. There is always a danger of ‘opportunistic behaviour’, a danger that relevant actors drop out from the required course of action and try to gain advantages as ‘free-riders’ from the rule obedience of others. Accordingly, safeguards are needed in most international regimes in order to induce relevant actors to keep to the rules. An institutionalist perspective helps us to understand the specific role of mechanisms of compliance control. Linking up the international regimes with actors from civil society helps to strengthen compliance control and augments political pressure put on states to abide by the rules of international law. If needed, instruments of ‘capacity building’ may also be vital tools to ensure loyal implementation of agreed rules – failed and/or precarious states often are simply not capable to implement ambitious legal undertakings, even if wanting to do so. Not that state actors only comply with international legal obligations when they are forced to do so. In most cases, state actors will opt for compliance because they have internalized patterns of ‘rule of law’ and think

84 See Slaughter (footn. 53), at 51-61.
85 See Chayes/Handler Chayes (footn. 51), at 3 et seq.
86 See Chayes/Handler Chayes (footn. 51), at 135 et seq., 154 et seq.
87 See also, in addition to the ground-breaking work of Chayes/Handler Chayes (footn. 51), Goldsmith/Posner (footn. 43), at 100 et seq.
88 See Chayes/Handler Chayes (footn. 51) at 250-270.
that legal obligations should be respected as such.\textsuperscript{90} In addition, state actors tend to accumulate ‘social capital’ as law-abiding actors – and you do not devalue such ‘social capital’ easily.\textsuperscript{91} ‘Reputation’ really matters.\textsuperscript{92} But behind such behavioural and cognitive factors stand also certain incentive structures. In most cases, it is also a requirement of rational behaviour to respect international legal obligations. And institutionalized mechanisms of compliance control are instrumental devices to create such incentive structures, inducing state actors to take certain legal obligations seriously. Much could be said about this issue – Abram Chayes and Antonia Handler Chayes have written a seminal book of some four hundred pages about the issue, and there is still more to be studied.

6 \textbf{GLOBAL LEGAL ORDER AND THE CRISIS OF STATEHOOD IN THE SOUTH}

There is another issue which we must bear in mind when dealing with the problems of global legal order – the crisis of statehood in large parts of the South. Modern statehood is a model imposed upon global society by European colonialism – a model which does not have strong roots in societies in Africa, Asia and Latin America. As time goes by, the façade of ordered statehood falls apart in one state after the other.\textsuperscript{93} The remaining structures of public authority resemble forms of modern statehood in its external imagery – they have a government, a capital, an army and a foreign service. However, all the forms of public administration and public services that are typical for modern statehood constitute only a kind of ‘surface law’\textsuperscript{94} but do not work sufficiently in order to fulfil the functions that modern international law presupposes for its usual mode of functioning.\textsuperscript{95}

\textsuperscript{90} This is neglected by Goldsmith and Posner when they argue that so-called ‘noninstrumental reasons’ do not provide a good explanation for compliance with international law – see Goldsmith/Posner (footn. 43), at 100, 104-105.

\textsuperscript{91} See also Goldsmith/Posner (footn. 43), at 101-104.

\textsuperscript{92} See only Guzman (footn. 25), at 71-117.


More and more norms of public international law are based upon certain statal infrastructure at national level. The proper functioning of human rights protection presupposes a functioning judiciary that keeps all the organs of public authority under control and imposes sanctions if violations of rights occur. Humanitarian law rest on a well-organised disciplinary and military justice system at national level – and if that is lacking, the military actors on the ground soon start to ignore the relevant rules. WTO law requires an extremely elaborate infrastructure of customs and excises administration – and if one looks into TRIPS, a highly developed judiciary that grants all the necessary possibilities to enforce immaterial property rights at national level. International environmental law rests upon the precondition that a state possesses an efficient environmental administration – or how else do you administer challenging rule systems on climate change, water resources management or marine protection. One could prolong that list nearly indefinitely.

What we can draw from these few examples is a simple but brute fact: Large parts of modern international law will not work adequately if the necessary administrative and judicial infrastructure is lacking that most treaty regimes presuppose in the current system of multi-level governance. The architecture of global legal order may react in two very different ways to these shortcomings. One could, firstly, stick to the challenging assumptions on the capacities and capabilities of underlying national statehood – and where these preconditions are evidently not met, the community of states could try to invest resources into the capacity-building at the level of national administrations and judiciaries. To a certain degree such a strategy might work – but this requires that the mismatch between implicitly assumed capacities and existing deficiencies is not too large. The other avenue would be to lower the level of commitments required from national governmental systems. Here and there international law already works with such strategies – think of WTO’s system of preferential treatment for least-developed countries that liberates such low-capacity members of the system from the burden of a whole series of obligations.

In the details of regime architecture, international law already takes into consideration the described problems. At a general level, however, the issue is very rarely raised as an important point. International law theory must, however, and this is my firm conviction, confront the resulting problems very openly and must start a general debate on

97 See only Twining (footn. 91), Chapter 12.
98 See more in detail Oeter (footn. 93), at 96 et seq.
the topic. What can we expect realistically from the national level in the global system of multi-level governance when we are dealing with technical issues implying for its implementation a well-functioning administrative and judicial apparatus? A structured discussion on the problem has not even started sincerely until now.

7 **LEGITIMACY AND EFFECTIVITY OF INTERNATIONAL LEGAL NORMS**

An issue linked to questions of implementation is the issue of legitimacy and effectivity of international legal norms. Procedural aspects play a key role here – procedural fairness in the formation of legal rules is a basic requirement to perceive the relevant obligations as ‘legitimate’. Such procedural fairness, or ‘input legitimacy’, must be seen in a close relationship with arguments of ‘effectivity’, or ‘output legitimacy’. The relevance of both aspects of legitimacy differs according to the special characteristics of the different segments of international law. In some areas, international law stresses solely the procedural side, whereas in other areas substantial results of the regime are the final yardstick.

A third issue will be of relevance in a number of cases – the value systems structuring societies and the degree to which norms of international law conform to (and confirm) societal value systems. Current debates in legal theory and philosophy stress here the differences between communitarian approaches, grounded in an old-European ‘Aristotelianism’, on the one hand, and liberal ‘individualism’, as e.g. known from human rights theory and from ‘methodological individualism’ in economic scholarship, on the other hand. This is not a mere debate of academic scholars from Europe and other OECD-countries. The debate on ‘Eastern Asian values’, questing for a different interpretation of international human rights instruments, is a telling example of that same fundamental debate, as well as the recent discussions on the role of Islamic legal traditions in conceptualizing international law. These discussions remind us that most in-

---


ternational law can serve as a mirror of value conflicts – think of Sharia lawyers resistance towards any form of ‘universality’ of some of the concrete human rights guarantees that were embodied in the Universal Declaration of 1948 and in the two UN Covenants.

Universality of international law, and in particular of human rights, is an ambitious normative statement. 103 Empirically, such statement of universal validity is wrong, since the value system expressed in international human rights covenants is not an expression of genuinely universal values, but of European values spread over the world in the course of the expansion of the European state. 104 Nevertheless, in a normative perspective, ‘universality’ serves a noble purpose – reminding states that what they have signed and ratified as treaty law, in order to be perceived as a ‘civilized state’ in international diplomacy, constitutes a binding legal standard for them. But even beyond that purely normativist argument, ‘universality’ has an important dimension of international legal policy. Proclaimed ‘universality’ implicitly has an emancipatory function towards traditional communitarian value systems – non-governmental organizations, opposition movements and repressed segments of society can use ‘universal’ human rights as a basis for their claims of political and social change, can use it as a tool in trying to transform traditional power structures and the inequalities and the repression resulting from them. 105 ‘Universal’ human rights thus have a potential to erode traditional authorities and traditional modes of societal organization. 106 But that is part of the problem, and the reason why the debate on the ‘universality’ of international legal norms will go on for quite a time. The representatives of traditional society realize just that emancipatory – if not to say: revolutionary – potential that is built into ‘universal’ human rights and accordingly try to limit human rights to small legal reserves, if they do not reject the whole idea as a Western import designed to ‘colonize’ non-European societies in cultural terms. The statement of ‘universal’ values of global society thus is not an innocent


105 See Theodor Meron, The Humanization of International Law (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff 2006),

factual statement but a normative claim that has a strong transformative potential if applied to societies outside Europe.\textsuperscript{107}

\section*{8 CONCLUSIONS: THE ‘GLOBAL LEGAL ORDER’ - PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS}

In trying to restate the results of the ‘tour d’h\'orizon’ which was undertaken in this paper in order to map the crucial problems of how to conceptualize a ‘global legal order’, one is thrown back to some basic form of epistemic scepticism. At least one observation is beyond doubt: The concept of a ‘global legal order’ is not an innocent description of a body of rules that organizes the ‘international community’, but is in itself a prescriptive, and to a certain degree conflictive, constructivist project.\textsuperscript{108} We – the international lawyers – would like to construct such an order and tend to inscribe most of our wishes and normative aspirations in such a project. ‘Real existing’ international law, however, is a very provisional and fragmentary body of legal rules and standards that have evolved from the manifold interactions of a fragmented global society – a society that comprises the traditional ‘society of states’, but also a wider array of societal networks that link up firms and civil society actors at regional as well as global level. The body of rules organizing this ‘anarchical society’ is far from being consistent, does not embody a plausible idea of justice and bears some rather disquieting features. One of these features is the fragmented nature of the substance of international law, of the body of legal rules, but also of the institutional structure characterizing the ‘global legal order’. Such institutional structure is marked by a strong degree of organizational fragmentation. The organizational backbone of ‘global legal order’ is not a unitary structure of global government, but is an anarchical array of transgovernmental and transnational networks linking specialized bureaucracies and agencies, but also private business and civil society actors throughout the world. As fragmented as the modern state is in its internal structure, with a plethora of more or less independently acting specialized state organs, administrations, agencies and semi-private satellites of the state, as fragmented is also the international system, with all these administrations and agencies reaching out transnationally and coalescing with their counterparts in other states, but also with like-minded corporate and civil society actors that help these networks of state actors to push through their issues.

Such fragmentation leads to a certain amount of inconsistency in substance, but also to strong inequalities in the degree of ‘legalization’ of international relations. In some

\textsuperscript{107} See also Twining (footn. 91), at Chapter 13.

\textsuperscript{108} See only Balakrishnan Rajagopal, \textit{International Law from Below: Development, Social Movements, and Third World Resistance} (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press 2003), at 22.
sectors ‘legalization’ has progressed rather far, with strong institutions at international level; in other sectors coordination happens only through loose networks. Such an asymmetric state of ‘legalization’ again might end up in frictions – there is a danger that strong legal regimes ‘colonialize’ neighbouring fields where a strong normative consensus has not been found until now. The described ‘colonialization’ might subject certain areas to the systemic rationality of another field, thus disturbing its proper normative evolution. It is of extreme importance that legal doctrine develops a clear idea of such asymmetries (and the dangers inherent in it). Only when international lawyers in their positive legal work take cognizance of such asymmetries and develop a set of tools how to deal with them, international law can avoid the traps of ‘legal imperialism’. The traditional understanding of international law as a unitary body of rules forming a consistent ‘legal order’ hinders the development of an adequate sensibility for the problems described above under the headings of ‘fragmentation’ and ‘asymmetry’. Raising a certain degree of conscience for these issues was a primordial task of the paper – and for gaining a clear picture of these phenomena it is necessary to take recourse to bits and pieces of social science theory.

Other dangers that call for attention in doctrinal legal work are inherent in current international law as well. In normal cases, international law is applied in a loyal spirit by state actors because the ‘internalized’ patterns of ‘rule of law’ suggest that international legal obligations should be honoured. There are also reputational arguments that speak in favour of applying international legal rules automatically, without calculating in each case whether the relevant rule is really furthering state interests (if one can identify such collective interests so easily at all). But underneath complex international regimes, with its resultant legal obligations, there must exist as a fundament an arrangement of incentives that induces states to take the obligations seriously, and deters them from defection into ‘opportunistic’ behaviour. The construction of international regimes can influence such incentive structures, and can heighten the costs of defection considerably by trying to create as much transparency on compliance as possible, and by institutionalizing adequate organs that monitor compliance, warn other members if states defect and thus put a certain pressure upon states to abide by the rules. Linking these mechanisms up to non-governmental actors, such as transnational enterprises and NGO’s, can put additional pressure on governments to comply with its undertakings under international law. A strong learning curve in engineering such mechanisms is observable when new international regimes are constructed or existing ones are reorganized. For developing a constructive perspective on the functions which such arrangements should fulfil, it is important to link up the debates in international law and in private lawyers’ discourses on transnational law. Real life does not follow the artificial boundaries of academic disciplines – and the real-existing ‘global legal order’ is a hybrid of international and trans-
national arrangements that can only be understood adequately if perspectives of public and private law are brought together.

Why is the issue of compliance so crucial for an understanding of the evolving ‘global legal order’? ‘Effectivity’ of legal regimes is vital for its legitimacy – and we must accordingly pay much more attention to issues of ‘effectivity’ than traditional international legal doctrine has done. Looking to ‘effectivity’, however, requires empirical studies and a sound understanding of social science theories on international relations. But ‘effectivity’ alone cannot always secure legitimacy. Another dimension of legitimacy is procedural fairness in the formation of such regimes – fairness that includes a serious level of participation in rule-formulation as well as the observance of certain basic procedural standards. A third dimension is the linkage to prevailing concepts of ‘justice’, the value-dimension of international law. Law must not always in a strict sense be an expression of ideas of ‘justice’, but it must at least respect societal values (and should definitively not contradict such values). The current ‘global legal order’ has a severe problem with this ‘justice dimension’, because we still lack a consistent and uniform set of societal values all over the world. ‘Universality’ of human rights, to take an example, still is more a normative claim than a societal reality. The ‘universal’ value system expressed in international human rights treaties is a product of European legal evolution, spread over the world by the expansion of the European model of statehood. Practically no state can abstain from paying at least lip-service to such values, if it does not want to be qualified as a ‘fragile’ or even ‘failed’ state. But the retreat of the European state model in large parts of the South means that the façade of ‘universal’ values is falling apart. The legitimacy of parts of international law, and with it international law as such, will become object of a more and more intense dispute. But international lawyers would betray their mission if they would retreat in the face of such resistance. Modern international law has always been a normative, if not to say prescriptive project, and not a simple description of social reality. Such normative project is even more desperately needed if mankind shall survive in the face of severe challenges like dramatic economic inequalities on a global scale, escalating violence, environmental catastrophes and rising tides of migration. Accordingly, we need a conceptualization of the project of the ‘global legal order’ that reformulates the normative vision of international law while taking cognizance of all the empirical and theoretical intricacies and fallacies of such a normative project. The debate on how such a conceptualization might look like is still in an embryonic phase. A lot still needs to be done – in academic as well as in political terms.
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